Transitioning to the future

What’s next for transitional justice in challenging times?

The challenges that transitional justice faces

Victim participation

How can we make sure that justice deals with victims satisfactorily?

Knowledge sharing

Better integration of the global south

Local ownership is crucial for success

Peer-to-peer learning is more powerful & creative

Political will needs to be generated to be effective

Re-distribution of resources

Social integration

Educational & training investments & work at the grassroots level

Society with normative framework to protect every citizen

Cultural rights

Economic rights

Un secured justice needs to find connections to other fields

With a view to preventing new violence and human rights violations

Transitional justice needs to be created

The future discourse: preventing which brings on guarantees of non-recurrence

The closing of civil space across the world

What kind of space needs to be created

A space where different civil, cultural and regional rights are

Continued selectivity in implementing international legal obligations

Field too technical for political consumer

Seeing a more combative approach developing by grassroots organizations as a form of resistance

Is disconnected: transitional justice industry

Victims rights

Northern NGOs take away space from the global

Nurturing internal accountability

Practical experience is shared between states

Internationalizing need as process as facilitators

Global learning hub for transitional justice and reconciliation

Decade of victim rights

Development of a holistic approach to transitional justice

New part of doctrine

Now: transitional justice 30 years ago only nominally

90s now